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The global carbon cycle

Source: globe.gov

• Burning fossil fuels create a net release of carbon into the atmosphere.

• CO2 is the main greenhouse gas responsible for climate change.

Net negative

Net negativeNet positive

Net positive
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Climate ratifications – Montreal Protocol (1987)

Source: balkangreenenergynews.com, saveozone.am

• The Montreal Protocol in 1987 was the first inspiration for global climate cooperation.

• It was the first treaty in the history of the United Nations to achieve universal ratification.

• Thirty years on, the ozone layer has started to heal.

• Considered an overwhelming success.
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Climate ratifications – Kyoto Protocol (1997)

Source: balkangreenenergynews.com, saveozone.am

• The Kyoto Protocol in 1997, however, turned out to be a colossal failure.

• Failure to include developing nations and the very weak targets to start with were key reasons.

• Emissions growth from 2000 onwards were largely contributed by BRICs.

• The Kyoto Protocol left us with a legacy of carbon credits from the CDM and JI.
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Climate ratifications – Paris Agreement (2015)

Source: UNFCCC

The Paris Agreement is a global ratification among all countries,

not just developed economies, to reduce CO2e emissions.

Prevent global average temperature rising 

above 2degC.

Countries to set nationally determined 

contributions (NDCs).

Accounting framework for intl transfer of 

carbon credits.

Mechanism to trade credits from emission 

reduction projects.
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The 2degC issue and the importance of 2050

Source: carbonbrief.org

If the 2degC target is met:

• Nine to ten billion people would not be

exposed to heat waves by 2100

• 85 million people would not be affected

by river flooding

• 500 million people will not be affected

by increased water stress

• 3 million km2 of land will remain viable

for agriculture (about the size of India).
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The 2degC issue and the importance of 2050 (2)

Source: Global Carbon Project

• Why does every national target appear to

center around net-carbon neutrality by 2050?

• On average, multiple agencies estimate that

at the current pace of CO2e emissions:

– The world will exceed the carbon budget for 1.5degC by

2027

– The world will exceed the carbon budget for 2degC by

2045.

• Once the cabon budget is met, the world

should adopt a net-zero CO2e emission to

prevent further heating of the world.

• Hence, many countries have set their targets

on 2050 to be net neutral on carbon

emissions.
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What is carbon trading and why the need for it?

Source: Medium

• Carbon trading is similar to all other forms of financial instrument trading – in this case, the instrument

of interest is a carbon credit. Abuyer and seller exchanges a sum of money for a carbon credit.

• A carbon credit is a certificate or permit which represents the right to emit one tonne of carbon dioxide

(CO2) or its equivalents (CO2e).

• To wean the world off carbon, a carbon market is first needed to put a price on carbon and creating a

liquid market for trading carbon credits.
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The two types of carbon market: Cap-and-trade vs offset

Source: Various, OCBC

Cap-and-trade Offset

Similarity Underlying is one ton of CO2e

Issuance Permit Credit

Issuing body Government Offset programs

Geography Localised Global

Time of emission Future Past

Emission result Emissions lowered over time Zero-sum game

Emission target Cap set by government No theoretical lower limit

Issuance backing Government policy Offset project (eg reforestation)
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The two types of carbon market: cap-and-trade

Source: Climate change Nova Scotia

Cap-and-trade: Also called emissions trading systems (ETS), companies trade permits that 
allow them to emit one ton of CO2e. A central authority, typically the government, assigns a 
company a set amount of permits. The company surrenders a permit each time it releases one 
ton of CO2e.
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The two types of carbon market: offset mechanism

Source: Medium

Offset: Parties trade emission reduction credits, which have already happened. These credits 
are produced by projects that reduce GHGs emission, for example reforestation programmes. 
The buyer retires a credit on emission of one tonne CO2e. 



The ETS Market
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How does cap-and-trade work?

Source: Climate Change Connection

• The overall volume of GHGs that targeted sectors can emit is subject to a cap.

• Within this cap, companies receive or buy emission allowances from the government.

• Companies may receive some permits for free; other permits may have to be bid in auctions.

• Some jurisdictions allow purchasing of offset credits to account for exceeded ETS emissions.
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Cap-and-trade supply/demand flows and pricing

Source: Climate change Nova Scotia

 Company A can sell 100tons to company B; keep the remaining 100 tons excess quota to 
sell to another company, or rollover to following year.

 Company B must cover the excess emissions or face heavy penalties.
 This demand supply dynamic drives pricing in the carbon ETS market.

1000 tons

800 tons

200 tons

1100 tons

Cap: 1000 tons 100 tons

1000 tons

Carbon futures price, 

EU ETS

Company A Company B

A sells 

to B
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Example: EU ETS Market

Source: International Carbon Action Partnership, European 

Commission

• The EU ETS market is the second biggest carbon trading market, covering 11,000 power stations

and 28 Member EU States. Almost half of GHG emissions in the EU are regulated by the EU ETS.

• It accounts for about 75% of international carbon trading.

• Permits are allocated via allowances and auctioning; most power plants allocated via allowances.

• Beginning 2021 (phase IV), EU ETS no longer accepts offset credits for exceeded emissions.
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Example: China ETS Market

Source: International Carbon Action Partnership, Carbon Market Watch

• China’s national ETS was launched in mid-2021, making it the world’s largest ETS market.

• Only power sectors with annual emissions of >26000 tCO2 are mandated under the current cap-

and-trade scheme, although it is expected to gradually expand to cover seven other sectors.

• Permits are allocated on both allowances and auctions.
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Example: South Korea ETS Market

Source: International Carbon Action Partnership, Carbon Market Watch

• The Korea ETS (K-ETS) is East Asia’s first nationwide mandatory ETS covering six sectors.

• Permits allocated on allowances (~90%) and auctioning (~10%).

• Offset credits recognized under CERs (CDM projects) are allowed to offset excessive emissions

(unlike the EU ETS, for eg).
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What is the difference between cap-and-trade and carbon tax?

Source: United Nations

• Cap-and-trade controls

quantity; carbon tax

controls price.

• Sweden has highest

carbon tax in the world

at ~$137/ton.

• Singapore’s carbon tax

at S$5/ton.
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The global compliance market

Source: United Nations



The offset market (baseline-and-credit)
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The global carbon offset market

Source: b-e-f.org

• Companies buy a carbon offset credit to mitigate their CO2e emissions.

• These credits are generated by projects that reduce greenhouse emissions:

– Nature-based projects: Avoiding deforestation; reforestation, etc

– Technology-based projects: Building windfarms, investing in efficient energy measures, etc.

• Buying these credits mean the company effectively reduces its net CO2e emissions.

• Theoretical minimum net emission in an offset market is zero; but no limits to gross emission.

• Credit is eventually “retired” when the buyer uses this credit to offset its CO2e emission.
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Offset mechanism: a simplified flow

Source: Google images

Firm B
Needs 

5 tons

Firm A
Needs 

10 tons

Firm C
Needs 5000 

tons

Carbon 
broker

Offset project by developer X
Amazon reforestation programme, Brazil

Worth 100,000 tons CO2e

May buy from developer directly
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The role of carbon offset programs

Source: Various

• Carbon offset programs are the standard setting organizations for providing assurance and

authenticity of carbon credits. Examples are UNFCCC, Gold Standard, Verified Carbon Stan

• They play a key role in facilitating offset credit flow between offset project (originator) and

industry buyer (end-user).

• Roles of an offset program include:

– Develop and approve frameworks for potential and existing offset projects to follow

– Conduct regular reviews on offset projects to ensure they meet prior environmental standards

– Operate registry systems that provide origination and retirement of offset credits.
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Compliance and voluntary offset markets

Source: Carbon offset guide, OCBC

• The offset market can be further split into two:

compliance vs voluntary offset markets.

• Example of compliance offset market is South

Korea’s ETS market.

• Due to legacy of Kyoto Protocol, the UNFCCC’s

CDM and JI programs represent about 75% of all

carbon credits to-date.

• These credits are mainly used for compliance

offset requirements.

• Companies not mandated under compliance

offset requirements may still choose to

participate in carbon offset activities via the

voluntary market.

Type Carbon Offset
Program

Geography Offset Label

Compliance

Clean 
Development 
Mechanism 
(CDM)

Developing 
Countries

Certified Emission 
Reduction (CER)

Regional 
Greenhouse Gas 
Initiative (RGGI)

United States RGGI CO2 Offset 
Allowance (ROA)

Alberta Emission 
Offset Program 
(AEOP)

Canada Alberta Emissions 
Offset Credit 
(AEOC)

Voluntary

Verified Carbon 
Standard

International Verified Carbon 
Unit (VCU)

Gold Standard International
Verified Emission 
Reduction (VER)

Plan Vivo International Plan Vivo Certificate 
(PVC)
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Lifecycle of a carbon offset credit

Source: Carbon offset guide, OCBC

 

Stage Description

Methodology 
development

Project developers present their framework for offset qualification.

Project validation An offset program officially indicates the offset project has been 
accepted into their registry.

Credit issuance The carbon offset program approves third-party verification reports 
on the project’s GHGs reductions and issues the equivalent carbon 
offset credits.

Credit transfer Credits begin to exchange hands from the program to the 
secondary market.

Credit retirement The “retired” credit returns to the offset program’s depository and 
can no longer be used.



Pros and cons of offset credit purchase per stage

Source: Carbon offset guide, OCBC

Stage of purchase Description Pros Cons

New methodology 
development.

Few buyers are involved at this stage. Buyers who invest
at this stage see traits of a development that are
specifica lly attractive – for eg fits their climate protection
ideology or business goals.

1.Able to shape entire project from the 
outset.

2.Allow “at cost” purchase of credits.

1.Significant resources required.
2. Long lead time.
3.Implementation risk.
4.Highly illiquid market.

Direct investment in ongoing 
project.

A buyer invests directly in an offset project (post
methodology development) and becomes a key investor
or stakeholder.

1.Allow “at cost” purchase of credits.

2.Considerable stakeholder influence on 
project development.

1.Significant resources required.
2.Long lead time.
3.Highly illiquid market.

Purchase directly from 
project developer.

A buyer goes to a project developer directly to purchase
credits. This may be in the form of a forward agreement
or unsold issued credits for prompt delivery.

1.Lower cost than purchasing from 
secondary market. 

2.Immediate delivery of credits (for 
unsold issued credits).

1.Buyers will have to enter a long-term 
purchase agreement and typically purchase in 
bulk.  

Purchase from offset credit 
broker.

Buyers go to offset brokers to purchase offset credits. 1.Brokers can offer a mix of offset 
credits.
2.Able to cater to different volume 
needs.
3.Liquid market.
4.Prompt access to credits.

1.Higher cost than direct purchase from 
project developers.

Purchase from exchange. Several commodity exchanges, especially in North
America and Europe, offer carbon credits for sale.

1.Liquid market.
2.Immediate access to credits.
3.Lower cost than brokers.

1.Lower ability to customise sizing need.
2.Higher risk of poor quality credit offsets 
compared to brokers.

Purchase from retailer. Retailers are non-brokers who maintain accounts with
offset programs. They look to serve buyers who require
only a small amount of offset credits, although they do
transact with organizations as well.

1.Immediate access to credits.
2.Able to deal in small volumes.

1.Likely the highest priced option.
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Considerations when purchasing offset credits

Source: Carbon offset guide, OCBC

Consideration Description

Timing When is actual delivery of these credits required? It may take 3-
5 years from project implementation to credit issuance.

Cost The earlier the credit purchase, the larger the discount. But the 
buyer will have to deal with higher delivery/liquidity risk and a 
longer wait time to issuance.

Size How many credits does the buyer need? Early purchase of 
credits may come in a larger bulk while smaller traded lots may 
only be found towards the end of the credit lifecycle, typically 
with retailers.

Label Does the firm or its country have a mandated offset credit label 
(for eg, the Certified Emission Reduction label by the CDM) or 
credit program (for eg the RGGI) that requires adherence?

Direct interest A sizeable, early purchase of credits allows a substantial 
stakeholder influence on how the project may run during 
implementation. 
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ETS targeted industries

Source: Gold Standard

• Virtually all ETS in force have targeted

the power generation industry for

capping emissions.

• Industrials – includes iron and steel,

petrochemicals, cement, oil refinery,

paper, textile, machinery, mining, glass,

ceramics.

• Transport and buildings are third and

fourth on the list.

Country Status Targeted Industries

Canada In force
Power,     Industrial,     Fuel Supplier,
Transport,     Buildings

China In force
Power,     Chemicals,    Buildings,
Steel,     Nonferrous Metals,     Paper,
Domestic aviation

EU In force
Power,     Oil refineries,     Coke ovens,
Nonferrous metals,     Steel,     Cement,     Glass,
Lime,     Brick,     Ceramics,     Pulp,     Paper

Germany In force Fuel Supplier

Japan (Tokyo) In force Heating

Kazakhstan In force Power,     Heating,     O&G,     Metallurgy

Korea In force
Power,     Industrial,     Buildings,     Waste,
Transportation,     Domestic aviation

Mexico In force
Power,     Industrial,     Fuel Supplier
Petrochemicals,     Pulp,     Paper

NZ In force Stationary energy,     Waste,     Liquid fossil fuels

Switzerland In force
Pharma,     Oil refineries,     Paper,
Heating,     Steel

UK In force Power,     Industrial

US In force
Power,     Glass,     Hydrogen,     Steel,     Lead,
Lime,     Petroleum,     Pulp,     Paper,     Power,
Electricity

Indonesia Developing Power

Vietnam Developing Power,     Forestry,     Waste,     Industrial
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ETS compliance: Power industry

Source: WWF EU, US IEA

• Electricity and heat generation account

for over 40% of global CO2 emissions

(coal-powered30%, others 10%).

• ETS is suitable for power plants because

of the sector’s a) large emissions; b)

available substitutes and technology; c)

data availability and measurability.

• The key challenge for power plants is

downstream prices are normally

regulated (electricity price) but wholesale

prices are competitive and subjected to

carbon abatement costs i.e end-users

are not receiving carbon price signals.
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ETS compliance: Cement industry

Source: O’Donnell Consulting Engineers

• Every tonne of cement produces about

800kg of CO2 (80% emission rate).

• CO2 emission is concentrated at the

cement kiln.

• Flames of up to 1400degC at the end of

the kiln is needed to combine limestone,

clay and other minerals to form cement.

• The flame is produced by coal, oil,

natural gas.

• The cement industry is estimated to

contribute about 5% of global CO2

emissions.
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ETS compliance: Steel industry

Source: Penn State News

• Every tonne of steel produces 1.5-3

tonnes of CO2 (150-300% emission

rate).

• The extraction of iron from iron ore is the

main emission of CO2 in the industry.

• The extraction process involves the

reaction of iron ore with coking coal at a

temperature of 2000degC in a blast

furnace.

• The steel industry is one of the top

emitters (if not the top emitter) of CO2

among industrials.
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Offset market: Aviation and CORSIA

Source: Center for Biological Diversity

• Aviation emissions from international flights do not fall under a particular legislation’s ETS due to its

cross-border nature.

• International aviation emissions, hence, fall under the purview of the International Civil Aviation

Organization (ICAO), which in turn is a UN specialized agency.

• Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme (CORSIA) is the global offsetting scheme by ICAO to

achieve its goal of carbon-neutral growth above 2019 levels beginning 2020.

• Airlines are required to purchase offsets for emission growth above 2019 levels.
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Offset market: Aviation and CORSIA (2)

Source: Aviation benefits

• CORSIA will be implemented in three stages:

– Pilot phase (2021-2023): Voluntary. China, Brazil and Saudi Arabia yet to sign up, but most major routes are covered.

– First phase (2024-2026): Voluntary. Continuation of the pilot phase, with members able to join/withdraw from pilot phase.

– Second phase (2027-2035): Mandatory. All ICAO member states must participate (with some exceptions).

• Only offset credits from 2016 vintage year onwards are recognized.

• ICAO has approved only credit labels from these 6 programs that can be used for CORSIA offset:

– American Carbon Registry

– China GHG Voluntary Emission Reduction

– Clean Development Mechanism

– Climate Action Reserve

– Gold Standard

– Verified Carbon Standard
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Summary

• The Paris Agreement attempts to limit global temperature increase by 2degC from pre-industrial levels.

• Based on current projections, the world will exceed its carbon budget by around 2045 for the 2degC

cap, leading many countries to adapt carbon neutrality plans by 2050.

• There are two kinds of carbon markets – cap-and-trade (ETS) and offset mechanism (baseline-and-

credit). They work very differently.

• The ETS markets are much bigger but are largely localized. In contrast, the global carbon markets are

almost exclusively offset markets.

• A buyer may choose to buy offset credits at any stage of the credit lifecycle, but will have to consider

the various pros and cons of each stage.

• Power plants and industrials are the two industries that are most subjected to compliance ETS.
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